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Considerable use is presently being made of computers to classify 
electrocardiograms (ECGs) into various heart defect categories. An 
example of such a program is the "Electrocardiographic Analysis Program"8 
developed jointly by the Mayo Clinic and IBM. In one of Dr. Caceres 
published reports4 , he tells of using a computer program which involves 
5,000 instructions. Dr. Caceres does not say whether this is a 
commercial program or one of bis own. His description does place this 
program in the same general category as IBM's. These programs have the 
common criteria of examining the ECG for the same information that a 
cardiologist uses to analyze an ECG. This necessitates using many 
instructions and large memory storage facilities; thus, a large computer 
is necessary. 
It would be most desirable to have a computer method of analyzing 
ECGs that would utilize a small special purpose computer and eliminate 
the use of the large expensive computer. A second choice would be a 
small special purpose computer capable of sorting the cardiograms into 
the categories of normal and possibly abnormal. The possibly abnormal 
ECGs· would then be analyzed on the large computer for diagnostic purposes. 
Bailey3, in his thesis, examined the possibility of changing the 
ECG from a time-varying plot to a statistical plot not involving time. 
This probability density function was analyzed to determine the ECG 
category. He was able to show that correlation exists between the 
probability density function and the ECG classification of normal 
versus possibly abnormal. 
Young and Huggins20 tried approximating the ECG as a twelve 
dimensional vector utilizing the orthonormal exponentials as the 
basis vectors. The coefficients of these basis vectors were used 
to categorize the ECGs. Seventy-five percent correct diagnosis was 
obtained on 65 cardiograms; 53 of these cardiograms comprised the 
training set. It is of interest to repeat what these authors call 
a fundamental assumption justifying this type of approach. 
"Since the physicians are able to distinguish different 
pathological categories from the similarities and the 
dissimilarities of ECG waveforms, and since the waveform 
corresponds to direction in signal space, it is logical 
to conclude that the signal space may be separated into 
several subspaces, each subspace corresponding to a patho­
logical category. A transformation may be found to relate 
the subspaces with the pathological categories. The ECG 
signal vector which falls into a certain subspace �gy then 
be considered as belonging to that category." 
2 
This thesis utilizes the above fundamental assumption and attempts 
to assign ECGs to one of two classes (normal or possibly abnormal) on 
the basis of examples given for each class; thus, a pattern recognition 
3 
problem5 is the result. To generate the basis vectors that span the 
signal space, the Hotelling MethoctlO is used. This method utilizes 
a linear transformation to obtain orthogonal basis vectors (the uncor­
related random variables of statistics). The vectors are generated 
so that the first vector yields the largest possible variance; the 
second vector yields the next largest possible variance; etc. 
Variance is a direct measure of the amount of information contained 
in the vectorll. 
Mattson and Dammen12 were able to segregate voice patterns by 
using only the first vector obtained by the Hotelling Method . The 
theory used by these gentlemen to acquire the vector was slightly 
different from Hotelling's approach; their theory produced only the 
vector yielding the largest variance. A better classification might 
have resulted if more than one vector had been considered. 
THE PATTERN RECOGNITION PROBLEM 
Pattern recognition is the development of equipment and tech­
niques to implement the automatic recognition of patternsl6 . This 
definition omits categories requiring human attention such as photo 
interpretation. 
4 
The block diagram of a general pattern recognition device (pattern 










Figure 1. Block Diagram of a Pattern Classifier 
The feature vector is the n different values utilized by the cate­
gorizer to make a decision (hopefully the correct one). These n dif­
ferent values are obtained by making measurements of n different prop­
erties on the pattern, and assigning a real value, xi' to each property. 
·The performance of a pattern classifier is closely related to the 
measurements taken by the c lassifier9. Usually there exists the possi­
bility of taking many more measurements on the pattern than the handling 
capabilities of the pattern classifier will allow. The "feature selection 
problem" (sometimes referred to as preprocessing, filtering or pre­
filtering, feature or measurement extraction, or dimensionality 
5 
reduction13) is the optimum choice of quantities to be measured and man­
ipulated to create the feature vector. This manipulation can be 
considered as the transformation from the original measurement or 
observation space to the feature space. 
Each of the n components of the feature vector represents some 
property of the pattern. Each pattern can therefore be represented 
by a vector (or point) in n-dimensional space. Working on the premise 
that similar patterns will have similar properties, one expects the 
vectors representing one class of patterns to cluster in feature space. 
This is performed by the use of the "best" transformation that brings all 
members of a class into the smallest cluster and still places the 
largest distances between clusters of the different classes. 
A set of previously classified patterns is applied to the receptor 
with its output being the feature vectors. These vectors are examined, 
and the decision procedure of the categorizer is "optimized" to give 
the best results. The primary goal of a pattern classifier is to 
achieve a high recognition rate on new datal3; this is quite often 
approximated as that procedure yielding the highest recognition rate 
on the training set. 
This classification procedure is implemented with a discriminant 
functionl4. The discriminant function is a real valued function which 
combines the values from the feature vector so that a single number 
results. On the basis of this number, the classification is made. 
Discriminant functions may be sorted into two general- categories: 
linear and nonlinear. 
An examplel 4  of a linear discriminant function is 
(1) 
This may be utilized in prediction as follows: choose class c1 if 
u(�) � 8 otherwise choose class c2• Utilizing the minimum distance 
to the means criterion would be letting u (�) =l�-I,J and 8 = 1�-X�. 
i.1 and �2 are the mean matrices. A similar criterion is the minimum 
distance to the nearest neighbor. The correlation criterion is where 
6 
utilizing Bayes' formula for conditional probabilities results in a linear 
function when the x's are statistical ly independent, when the x's are 
binary, and when Gaussian distributions have identical covariance matrices . 
The minimax decision rule (Anderson-Bahadur formula)13 yields a linear 
function when applied to Gaussian Distributions with unequal covariance 
matrices. Discriminant analysis may be used where the form of the prob­
ability density function is not known. A class of interesting linear 
discriminant functions are the potential functions13 • These are of the form 
The function is positive for patterns in the first class and negative for 
those in. the second class. 
In the nonlinear discriminant function category is the regular 
Gaussian distribution where the optimum separation surface (or hyperplane 
if the n dimensions exceeds 2) is defined by letting the probability 
density function of the first class equal the probability density function 
of the second class. Again this is a type of nearest neighbor criterion . 
.. , 
Both the linear and nonlinear categories can utilize trainable 
discriminant functions where the weight vector is changed incre­
mentally as more and more patterns are applied to the classifier. 
Another type is the sequential decision categorizer . By this 
method the next point inspected and weighted depends on the results 
obtained from inspecting previous points . The decision is based on 
the weighted values obtained from the various points. 
7 
In formulating the solution to the pattern recognition problem 
various assumptions have been made17 • The first assumption is that 
the n-dimensional space chosen to display the feature vector is a 
sufficiently complete model to contain enough information on the 
common properties of the various classes to facilitate classification . 
Generally, one must rely on engineering judgement and intuition to 
determine whether the model is sufficiently complete . Usually, this 
decision can be made with considerable confidence. 
A second assumption is that the transformation of the data from 
observation space to feature space is by the "best " method . Trans­
formations can be obtained for some certain sets of criteria that 
define the "best" method. Generally, one has to use eng:..neering judge­
ment to settle for a "good" transformation . 
Another assumption is that the "best " discriminant function can be 
specified . Again, good engineering judgement enters the picture. 
A fourth assumption is that the training set of patterns is large 
enough to be classified as a representative set. This, also, must usually 
be satisfied by engineering judgement. 
X = ,.., 
HOTELLING METHonl, 10 
Consider a random vector 
8 
(3) 
attached to each member of a population. The components, -x1, . •. , xp, are 
p variables or measurements taken on each population member. These 
measurements are in general correlated. Assume that the mean vector of 




exists. By definition, the covariance is given by 
N 
�j = ! � (x -i ) (x -i ) N l=l 11 i jl j 
In the present case the means are zero, therefore 
1 N 
OiJ = -Lx x 




Thus, the covariance matrix is the expectation values of the various 
xx _products. 
1 j 
A set of orthonormal, linear combinations of the x's is desired. 
This will remove the correlation between the variables and give a 
unique description of the population member. 
' J 
Let the desired linear combination be written as B'X where 
,v ,..._, 
and 
B'B = 1 - -
The prime indicates the transpose. 
One finds the variance of�'! by 




The problem now is to find!!' such that�'!_ has maximum variance 
subject to the constraint of (8). This can be performed by the 
Lagrange multiplier technique . Form 
�l = !!' t !! - /\(�•� - 1) (10) 
0� Now take the vector of partial derivatives, oD' and set it equal to 





For� to have a nontrivial solution (I; - �!) must not have an 
inverse. This means that 
= 0 (13) 
This polynomial has p roots: �
1
, \•· . .  , �P 
(the )\' s may be 




Substituting (13) into (9) one obtains the fact that the variance 
of fi'� is equal to A. For maximum variance one utilizes the largest 
root (call it �). 
Let �
l 
be a normalized solution of (12). So 
U = B 'X (14) ""l -1 -
is a normalized linear combination of maximum variance. 
Next a new! is desired that will give�•� a maximum variance and 
is orthogonal in statistical and geometric sense with �1. Thus, 
= E B'XX'B = "n'E'B ,..., """""""" ,_.,,,. l � __, __,l 
In other words, it is necessary to have 
B'B = 0 ,.., -1 
Again, the Lagrange multiplier technique can be employed; 
The vector of  partial derivatives is set equal to zero. 
= = 0 
Premultiply by Jii· 
or 
Thus 









and forms the new linear combination 
TT2 = B'X X, ~2-
11 
(23) 
This is continued until one has the full set of p vectors of y1. These 
vectors are called the principal components (sometimes referred to as 
characteristic vectors or irreducible representations). 
Now form a new pxp matrix� composed of the various �i column 
matrices. 
B = (B ,-,1. • 
The matrix� may also be formed: 
A= 
0 • 0 
"2 . . . 0 
0 
From the fact that 
one may write 
Since 
B BI (' -r�s = 0rs 
one has 
If 








then by (9) and {13) the covariance matrix of!! is J:1, and J.l. is the 
vector of principal components of _e. A compu�er oriented procedure to 
find !! and 4, from J:; is given in appendix A. 
12 
DEVELORdENT OF THE CLASSIFICATION PROCEDURE 
The data for this thesis has been obtained from the University 
of Nebraska College of Medicine. This data, which has been placed on 
computer tape, is from the Frank lead type of cardiogram. Each consec­
utive set of X, Y, and Z data points was separated in time by 0.004 
seconds. Each data value could be converted to volts by multiplying 
by +0.00015259. 
A reference point had to be chosen which was reproducible in each 
cardiogram. The point of greatest negative slope on an ECG signal 
occurs after the R-wave peak and before the s-wave peak. This value 
never varies over 30% in any one subject2, 18 . Steinberg18 points out 
that the heartbeat interval is always greater than 0. 64 seconds. The 
cardiogram was divided into 0. 64 second intervals and the point of 
greatest slope in each interval was located. The first four values 
that were found to be within 30% of the most negative value were 
assumed to correspond to similar points in each heartbeat . If the 
pulse durations of �he three heartbeats varied by less than 10% the 
values of corresponding data points were averaged together; thus, an 
average ECG was formed. If the pulse duration variations exceeded 
10% then the data from that heartbeat with a pulse rate closest to 
72 beats per minute was used for analysis. 
The X-lead is reported to possess the most information3. X-lead 
.data located 0.28 seconds before· to 0. 32 seconds after the point of 
maximum slope was selected to be utilized. This time po rtion of the 
ECG contains the P, Q, R, S, and T waves. The pu�se rate ha d to be 
between 62 pulses per minute and 82 per minute fo r the ECG to be 
use d in the analysis. A flow- diag ram of the subprogram use d to 
acquire the data to be analyze d is presented in appen dix B. 
13 
The values of the data points locate d .008 seconds apa rt were 
ave rage d fo r the normal car diograms, fo r the abno rmal ca rdiog rams, 
and fo r the two togethe r. The results of this ave raging a re reco r ded  
in Table l; position 35 is the location of maximum negative slope. 
A total of 32 normal and 28 abno rm?l o r  ma rginal car diograms we re 
use d to acquire the averages of Table 1. 
The ave rages to be use d in Hotelling's metho d calls fo r the 
ave rages to be those of the actual population un de r su rveillance. 
The data has almost a fifty-fifty dist ribution between normal and 
abno rmal ca rdiograms. It was decided to·use ave rages based on 25% 
abnormal an d 75% no rmal; this dist ribution was assume d to more closely 
resemble the dist ribution encountered in a doctor's office. The ave rages 
base d on this dist ribution a re listed in Table 2. 
It was decided to place a zero line through each ca rdiogram. This 
was done by averaging the values of each of the 75 points an d then 
subtracting this value from each point. The ef fect of this procedure 
was to move the ca rdiogram's baseline such that the a rea un der the 
curve above the baseline is equal to the a rea under the cu rve below 
the baseline. 
261120-
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14 
TABLE 1 
AVERAGE CARDIOGRAM DATA VALUES 
position normal abnormal no distinction 
1 -1334 -1684 -139 1 
2 - 1 179 -1724 - 1433 
3 -1 16 1  - 1709 -1417 
4 -1 160 -1725 -1424 
5 - 1 138 -1767 - 143 1 
6 -1165 -1751 - 1438 
7 -1146 -1744 -1425 
8 -1154 -1730 -1423 
9 -1 118 -1719 -1399 
10 -1097 -1723 -1389 
1 1  -1047 -1707 -1355 
12 -1024 -1708 -1343 
13 - 1027 -1630 -1308 
14 - 1062 -1515 -1273 
15 -1011  - 1460 - 122 1 
16 - 981 - 16 14 -1276 
17 - 948 -169 1 - 1295 
18 - 945 - 1780 - 1335 
19 - 990 - 1797 -1367 
20 - 966 - 1883 - 1394 
2 1  - 996 - 1995 - 1462 
15 
TABLE 1 (cont.) 
position normal abnormal no distinction 
22 - 984 -2081 - 1496 
23 -1045 -2095 - 1535 
24 - 1059 -2095 - 1543 
25 - 1096 -2049 - 1541 
26 -1057 -1925 - 1462 
27 -1084 -190 1 - 1465 
28 -1048 -1863 - 1428 
29 -1121  -1873 -1472 
30 - 1 109 -1747 -1407 
3 1  - 396 -1039 - 696 
32 1461 468 998 
33 3656 246 1 3099 
34 3897 2778 3375 
35 772 35 428 
36 - 1237 -1858 -1527 
37 -1566 -2451 - 1979 
38 -1386 -2469 - 189 1 
· 39 - 1 197 -2365 - 1742 
40 -1 128 -2296 - 1673 
41 -1208 -2 188 - 1665 
42 -1 247 -2188 -168.fi 
43 - 1219 -2085 - 1624 
16 
TABLE 1 (cont. ) 
position normal abnormal no distinction 
44 -1218 -1977 -1572 
45 -1172 -1913 -1518 
46 -1167 -1866 -1493 
47 -1133 -1814 -1450 
48 -1121 -1833 -1453 
49 -1108 -1837 -1448 
50 -1091 -1791 -1418 
51  -1038 -1731 -1361 
52 -1021 -1668 -1323 
53 - 886 -1637 -1237 
54 - 856 -1624 -1215 
55 - 826 -1641 -1206 
56 - 772 -1589 -1153 
57 ·- 679 -1647 -1131 
58 - 580 -1606 -1059 
59 - 443 -1566 - 967 
60 - 339 -1486 - 874 
· 61 - 198 -1370 - 745 
62 - 112 -1331 - 681 
63 - 36 -1263 - 609 
64 - 15 -1158 - 548 
65 - 26 -1206 - 577 
17 
TABLE l (cont. ) 
position normal abnormal no distinction 
66 81 -1097 555 
67 - 141 -1072 - 576 
68 - 235 -1057 - 619 
69 - 294 -1057 - 650 
70 - 452 -1176 - 790 
71 - 664 -1345 - 982 
7 2  - 761 -1445 -1080 
7 3  - 877 -1527 -1180 
74 - 925 -1599 -1239 
75 - 982 -1603 -1271 
18 
TABLE 2 
MEAN VALUE OF POINTS REPRESENTING A 75-25 PERCENT DISTRIBUTION 
POINT VAWE POINT VALUE POINT VALUE 
1 -1422 21 -1246 4 1  -1453 
2 -1315 22 -1258 42  -1482 
3 -1298 23 - 1308 43 -1436 
4 -1301 24 -1318 44 -1408 
5 -1295 25 -1334 45 -1357 
6 -131 2 26 -1 274 46 -1342 
7 -1296 27 -1288 47 -1303 
8 -1298 28 -1252 48 -1299 
9 -1 268 29 -1309 49 -1290 
10 -1 254 30 -1269 50 -1266 
1 1  -1212 31 - 557 51 -1 211 
12  -1195 32 1213 5 2  -1183 
13 - 1178 33 3357 53 -1074 
14 - 1175 34 3617 54 -1048 
15 -1123 35 588 55 -1030 
16 -1139 36 -1392 56 - 976 
17 -1134 37 -1787 57 - 921 
18 -1154 38 -1657 58 - 837 
19 -1192 39 -1489 59 - 724 
20 -1195 40 -1420 60 - 626 
19 
TABLE 2 (cont.) 
POINT VALUE POINT VAWE POINT VALUE 
61 - 491 66 - 335 71  - 834 
62 - 417 67 - 374 72  - 932 
63 - 343 68 - 441 73 -1040 
64 - 301 69 - 485 74 -1094 
65 - 321 70 - 633 75 -1137 
20 
The sixty cardiograms originally used to compute averages were 
now used to determine the covariance matrix. Thfs matrix was rotated 
by the use of the Jacobi method (see appendix) to yield a diagonal 
matrix. The rotated matrix was the matrix of characteristic values; 
an associated matrix of characteristic vectors was also created. 
The coefficients associated with each term of the first four 
characteristic vectors are listed in Table 3. The characteristic 
values (the variances) associated with these first four characteristic 
vectors were 26,543, 408; 13, 514,495; 6, 316, 394; and 3, 706, 386. The 
next characteristic value was less than 10% of the largest and 
therefore was not considered. Graph 1 is a plot of the characteristic 
values versus the characteristic vector number. Selection of these 
four vectors was based on the proportionality between a vector's 
information content and its variance. 
Data of the 60 cardiograms (the training set) was impressed on the 
four characteristic vectors. An average vector length was found for 
each vector under the normal category and under the abnormal category. 
This allowed a point to be found in four-space that was the average of 
the normal ECGs, and another point was found that was the average of 
the abnormal ECGs. Coordinates of these points were (273. 9, -106. 6, 
-19. 3, 84.5) for the normal ECGs and (187. 9, -237. 2, 71. 9, -87. 3) for 
the abnormals. 
Each cardiogram was now impressed on the characteristic vectors; 
thus, a point in four-space was found as the location of the cardiogram. 
21 
TABLE 3 
CHARACTERISTIC VECTOR COEFFICIENTS OBTAINED FROM 
75% NORMAL-25% ABNORMAL COVARIANCE MATRIX 
Coeff. . Vector Number. 
No. 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
1 .188 -.113 .029 -.054 
2 .159 -.095 .015 -.046 
3 .138 -.087 .016 -.051 
4 .122 -.078 -.003 -.033 
5 .135 -.084 -.007 -.033 
6 .125 -.088 .009 -.045 
7 .137 -.087 -.001 -.029 
8 .132 -.077 -.002 -.019 
9 .124 -.078 -.003 -.018 
10 .120 -.074 -.003 -.030 
11 .124 -.070 -.027 .ooo 
12 .129 -.070 -.033 . 007 
13 .124 -.086 .006 -.026 
14 .105 -.115 .070 -.097 
15 .101 -.132 .106 -.105 
16 .114 -.088 .009 -.042 
17 . 129 -.038 -.084 .029 
18 .142 .010 -.161 .087 
19 .140 .017 -.190 .122 
22 
TABLE 3 (cont.) 
Coeff. • Vector Number. . 
No. 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
20 . 137 .038 -. 215 . 128 
21 .138 .032 -. 222 . 142 
22  . 129 .027 -. 196 .126 
23 .122 .012 -. 183 .095 
24 .117 . 004 -.147 .074 
25 .104 -.022 -.089 .031  
26 .084 -.043 -.042 -. 008 
27 .070 -.052 .003 -.020 
28 . 072  -. 057 .01 1  -.037 
29 -.071 -.052 .011  -. 069 
30 . 086 -.033 .080 -. 205 
3 1  .095 .094 .13 2  -. 375 
32 .105 .343 .129 -. 449 
33 .124 .559 . 100 -.179 
34 .120 . 523 .073 . 2 10 
35 .076 . 268 .202 .340 
36 .026 -.006 .249 . 328 
37 -.008 -.037 . 250 . 227 
38 -.030 -. 035 .250 . 168 
39 -.044 -.033 .220 . 139 
40 -.047 -.022 . 189 .137 
23 
TABLE 3 (cont. )  
Coeff. . . . . Vector Number • 
No. 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
41 -.048 -.028 . 191 . 095 
42 -. 060 -. 028 . 151 . 104 
43 -. 071 -. 034 .138 . 041 
44 -.076 -. 040 . 105 -. 001 
45 -. 085 -.044 .088 -.050 
46 -. 094 -. 047 .082 -. 048 
47 -. 100 -.054 . 077 -. 063 
48 -. 107 -. 050 . 065 -. 043 
49 -. 108 -. 053 .064 -. 052 
50 -. 113 -.048 . 074 -. 065 
51 -. 113 -. 050 . 057 -. 055 
52 -. 121 -. 058 .049 -.078 
53 -.127 -.053 .045 -.052 
54 -. 129 -. 040 . 042 -. 042 
·55 -. 120 -. 029 .025 -. 052 
56 -.130 -.015 . 025 -. 050 
57 -.117 . 001 -. 016 -. 035 
58 -.125 . 014 -. 035 -.029 
59 -. 131 . 026 -. 058 -. 026 
60 -. 121 . 042 -. 089 -. 009 
61 -.133 . 052 -.083 -.018 
62 -. 126 . 061 -. 116 . 003 
24 
TABLE 3 (cont. ) 
Coeff. . Vector Number. . 
No . 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
63 -.131 .062 -.128 .007 
64 -.130 .070 -.134 -.016 
65 -.132 .063 -.127 .006 
66 -.130 .065 -.1 40 -.010 
67 -.132 .060 -.140 -.003 
68 -.135 .039 -.150 .004 
69 -.142 .025 -.1 44 .028 
70 -.133 .028 -.135 .022 
71 -.122 .006 -.102 .010 
72 -.125 -. 003 -.074 .ooo 
73 -.120 .005 -.062 .017 
74 -.121 -.002 -.065 .010 
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The distances f rom the ave rage normal point and the average abno rmal 
point we re calculated and the decision based on the shortest distance 
to the average point. The results of the analysis we re as follows: 
Cardiograms selected for anal ysis . •  
Abnormal ECGs categorized correctly . 
Abno rmal ECGs catego rized incorrectly 
Normal ECGs categorized co rrectly . •  
Normal ECGs categorized incorrectly . 
1 32 
2 1  
2 8  
48 
35 
It was observed that the expected tendency for each type of vecto r to 
cluste r about its average did not exist. 
On examining the vector magnitudes of the ECGs one finds the 
average magnitude is much larger than the distance between the two 
average points. This accounts for the fact that the minimum-distance-
to-the -mean criteria was not a good method fo r this type of categor­
ization. 
The next attempt was to decompose each cardiogram along the fi rst 
four characteristic vectors. This produced the matrix Ji composed of 
the four vector lengths. These vector lengths were converted into 
units of standard deviation. Plots of these results are shown in 
Graphs 2, 3, and 4. One observes a tendency fo r the abnormals to 
dispe rse more than the normals. This tendency was then capitalized 
upon in an attempt to categorize the ECGs. Drawing a ci rcle about 
the center of the g raph of the first two vectors such that 50% of the 
no rmals we re enclosed by the circle yields 72% of the abnormals located 
outside the circle. A similar criterion applied to the graph of the 
2 nd and 3 rd vectors yields correct abnormal detection of 77%; however, 
27 
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t he graph of 3rd and 4t h  vecto rs yields the co rrect detection on 79% of 
the abnormal ECGs. It should be noted that t his analysis on only the 
training set yielded 96% correct abnormal diagnosis for the 3rd and 
th nd rd 4 vector plot on down to 76% for t he 2 and 3 vector plot . An 
interesting point was that the second vector by itself y ielded a 70% 
correct abnormal detec tion when establishing a 50-50 correct normal 
threshold. 
The dispe rsion of abnormals exceeding normals suggests the 
possibility of sorting the cardiograms by using the area under the 
four-dimens ional no rmal curve. This is evaluated by19 
), 0 k/2 / A I ½ (2 71' }  � 
X 
-1 
exp (-½� .{).. !') d! (31) 
One expects the cardiograms representing minimum area to be of normal 
category and the ones of maximum area to be of the abnormal category. 
Establishing a threshold where 50% of the normals we re diagnosed 
correctly resulted in 70% of the abnormals with correct diagnosis. 
The next s tep was to c reate t he characte ristic vectors and 
associated characteristic values by utilizing the previous process 
but conside ring only the 32  normal cardiograms. Coefficients for the 
first fou r characteristic vectors for normal ECGs appear in Table 4. 
These four vectors possess maximum variance for normal ECGs and possess 
the characteris tic values of 7, 975,564 ; 3,206,069; 2, 920, 663 ; and 
1, 540, 739. Each cardiogram was projected along the four characteristic 
TABLE 4 
COEFFICIENTS OF CHARACTERISTIC VECTORS 1, 2, 3 , AND 4 
OBTAINED FROM NORMAL COVARIANCE MATRIX 
Coeff. . Vector Number • 
No. 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
1 -. 031 . 025 . 062 -. 094 
2 -.037 . 048 . 026 -. 042 
3 -. 040 . 040 . 036 -. 038 
4 -. 041 . 063 . 023 -. 034 
5 -. 046 . 044 . 041 -. 047 
6 -. 038 . 056 .021 -. 025 
7 -.042 . 044 . 038 -. 035 
8 -. 038 . 041 . 018 -. 030 
9 -.042 . 059 . 030 -. 035 
10 -.042 . 068 .028 -. 024 
11 -. 049 . 094 .041 -. 043 
12 -.037 . 101 .052 -. 028 
13 -. 039 . 081  . 047 -. 042 
14 -. 034 . 047 . 027 -. 035 
15 -. 036 . 056 . 026 -. 040 
16 -. 037 . 026 . 017 -. 034 
17 -. 040 . 008 . 011 -. 019 
18 -. 037 . 014 . 030 -. 002 
19 -. 050 . 008 . 041 . 001 
20 -. 052 . 001 . 056 -. 023 
32 
TABLE 4 (cont . ) 
Coeff . • Vector Number. 
No. 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
21 - . 058 . 010 . 066 - . 058 
22 - . 06 0  . 003 . 089 - . 069 
23 - . 062 - . 004 . 085 - . 056 
24 - . 053 - .006 . 097 - . 019 
25 - . 046 - . 014 .078 - . 004 
26 - .045 - . 023 . 100 . 005 
27 - . 044 - . 029 .097 . 007 
28 - . 049 - . 007 . 119 . 004 
29 - . 067 . 004 . 127 - . 002 
30 - . 031 - . 130 . 228 - . 104 
31 . 1 37 - . 296 . 351 - . 152 
32 . 404 - . 374 . 369 .010 
33 .600 - . 039 . 120 . 157 
34 . 498 . 419 - . 134 . 132 
35 . 157 . 552 . 095 - . 084 
36 -. 034 . 318 . 218 - . 078 
37 - . 045 . 044 . 177 . 074 
38 - . 066 - . 084 . 075 . 264 
39 - . 070 - . 113 - . 004 . 428 
40 - . 073 - . 073 - . 011 . 353 
41 - . 052 - . 003 . 004 . 029 
42 - . 055 . 026 . 014 - . 061 
33 
TABL E 4 (cont . )  
Coe ff. . Ve ctor Number. . .-
No. 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
43 - .057 . 008 .008 -.035 
44 -.057 -.008 -.010 -.027 
45 -.051 -.004 -.004 -.023 
46 -.057 -.003 -.015 -. 018 
47 - .049 -.008 -.014 -.027 
48 - .048 .019 -.018 -.029 
49 -.055 - .026 -.022 -.027 
50 -.035 .005 -.026 -.031 
51 - .037 -.002 -.030 -.0 43 
52 -.047 - .054 -.069 -.058 
53 -.041 - .030 - .080 -.084 
54 -.043 -.055 -.108 -.083 
55 -.016 -.059 -. 089 -.104  
56 .015 -.0 48 - .099 -. 106 
57 .019 -.085 -.107 -. 134 
58 . 0 46 -.082 -.1 46 -. 1 41 
59 .062 -.080 - .162 -.156 
60 .087 -.097 - .188 -.154 
61  . 100 -.070 -.200 -.159 
62 .110 - . 076 - . 218 -.132 
63 .097 -. 087 -. 220 -.096 
64 .095 - .080 -. 217 - .064 
34 
TABLE 4 ( co nt.) 
Coe ff. . Vecto r Num be r. . 
No. 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
65 .067 -.076 -. 195 -. 009 
66 .054 -.065 -. 17 1 . 053 
67 . 029 -. 031 -. 142 . 115 
68 -.004 -. 061 -. 132 . 169 
69 -. 036 -. 028 -. 1 18 . 225 
70 -.037 -.004 -.079 • 236 
7 1  -.037 -.00 4 -.051 . 196 
7 2  -.027 . 028 -.026 . 180 
73 -.039 .021 -.035 . 173 
74 -.042 . 007 -.022 . 160 
75 -.045 .030 -.025 . 123 
35 
vectors with these four values forming the matrix x .  When plotting ,.., 
ECGs by these vectors one would expect the tendency for the 
abnormal ECGs to cluster in the center. It was discovered that the 
opposite occurs. The area under the normal curve was now evalu-
ated by (31). Forty-four abnormal and seventy-eight normal ECGs 
(including the 32 utilized as the training set ) were analyzed. The 
decision threshold level was set so 50% of the normals were diagnosed 
as normal. Eighty percent of the abnormals were then diagnosed as 
abnormal. Adjusting the threshold such that 50% of the abnormals were 
diagnosed correctly yielded 77% of the normals diagnosed as normal. 
Adding the first two vectors (in units of their standard 
deviations } to give one vector, basing the sorting on this vector's 
length, and setting the threshold such that 50% of the no rmals were 
diagnosed correctly yielded 82% of the abnormals correctly diagnosed. 
This can be observed on Graph 5 by drawing a . circle about the center 
with a radius of approximately one standard deviation. Setting this 
threshold such that 50% of the abnormals were diagnosed correctly 
yielded 72% of the normal s  properly diagnosed. 
Using vectors three and four as the separation vectors, as in 
Graph 6 ,  shows that setting the threshold at the usual 50% correct 
normal diagnostic level yields 70% of the abnormals diagnosed correctly. 
The strong tendency for abnormal ECGs to disperse more than 
normal ECGs suggests that the characteristic vectors should be based 
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COEFFICIENTS OF CHA RACTERISTI C VECTORS 1 , 2 ,  3 , AND 4 
OBTA I N ED FROM ABNO RMAL COVA RIANCE MAT RI X  
Coe ff. . Vect or Number 
No. 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
1 .00 2 .064 .137 -.041 
2 -.002 .054 .125 -.050 
3 -.000 .056 .129 - . 046 
4 -.005 .041 .13 2 -.025 
5 -.0 11 .043 .126 -.016 
6 -.001 .058 .120 -.037 
7 -.005 .048 .123 -.017 
8 -.0 13 .048 .114 -.002 
9 -.004 .040 .114 -.013 
10 -.008 .040 .127 -.0 29 
11  -.014 .009 . 131  .003 
12 -.011 . ooo .124 .005 
13 .007 .045 .120 -.034 
14 . 048 .113 .106 -.122  
15 .073 .150 .084 -.154 
16 .015 .057 .121 -.042 
17 -.047 -.039 .137 .074 
18 -.105 -.121 .151 .158 
19 -.116 -.153 .161 . 219 
20 -.135 - . 180 .154 .225 
39 
TABLE 5 (cont . )  
Co eff. . Vector Numb er . 
No . 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
21 -. 131 -. 184 . 151 .224 
22 - . 1 16 -. 158 . 140 . 204 
23 -.097 -. 149 . 136 . 159 
24 -.086 -. 117 . 134 . 138 
25 -.048 -.062 .099 . 076 
26 -.0 13 -.022 .080 .019 
27 .002 .024 .058 .005 
28 .008 .03 1 .071 -.0 18 
29 -.003 .037 .096 -.057 
30 -.037 . 109 . 139 -. 130 
3 1  - . 147 . 142 . 148 -. 254 
32 -. 349 . 1 12 . 033 -.366 
33 -.519 .059 -. 170 -. 238 
34 -.473 .032 -.325 .032 
35 -. 240 . 137 -.307 . 176 
36 - .002 . 195 -. 191 . 263 
37 .034 . 221 -. 1 10 . 237 
38 .039 . 242 -.085 . 206 
39 .048 . 223 -.071 . 177 
40 .040 . 193 -.085 . 172 
41 .049 . 196 -.076 . 149 
42 .056 . 145 -.080 . 152 
40 
TABLE 5 (co nt.) 
Coeff. . Vector Number • . . No. 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
4.3 . 066 .131 - .062 .069 
44 . 072 .098 -.044 .0 19 
45 .086 . 074 - .027 -.055 
46 .089 .067 -.024 -.055 
47 . 103 .057 -.0 19 -.069 
48 . 104 .044 -.025 -.066 
49 . 103 .046 - .026 -. 063 
50 . 109 .051 -.033 - . 090 
51 . 1 1 0  .035 - .030 -. 069 
52 . 117 .032 -.031  -. 079 
53 . 118 .022 - . 032 -.065 
54 . 103  .023 - .041 -. 052 
55 .095 .002 -.054 -.061 
56 .093 -.002 -.065 -. 06 1  
57 .07 1 -.041 -. 070 -. 046 
58 .066 -.062 -.073 - . 048 
59 .063 - .090 -.094 -.061 
60 .045 -. 1 18 -.085 -. 0 27 
61 .049 -. 118 -.097 - .058 
62 .037 -. 148 -.108 -.040 
63 .038 -. 162 -. 123 -.047 
41 
TABLE 5 (c ont. ) 
Coe f f . . Vector Number • 
No. 1 st 2nd 3rd 4th 
64 .029 -.167 -. 121 -.074 
65 .032 -. 155 -. 128 -.053 
66  .029 -.171 -.123 -.064 
67 .031 -. 177 -. 138 -.079 
68 .044 -. 180 -.130 -.044 
69 .056 -. 178 -.126 -.0 14 
70 .044 -. 168 -.084 -.005 
71 .058 -. 135 -.070 -.009 
72 .070 - . 112 -.066 -.027 
73 .054 -.097 -.057 . 000 
74 .059 -. 102 -.052 .003 
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Graph 7 .  Lengths of ECGs ' 1st & 2nd Abnormal Characteristic Vectors 
43 
train ing set . The cha racteristic vector and the characteristic value 
matrices we re formed . Cha racteristic values of t he firs t four 
characteristic vecto rs were 27, 500, 592; 12, 525, 646; 7, 088, 702; and 
5 , 79 3, 733 ; the vectors '  coefficients are listed in Table 5. Graph 7 
is a plot of the fi rst two characte ristic vectors associated with 
each cardiogram . A decision boundary formed by a ci rcle centered on 
t his graph and adj us ted to 50% of t he normals classified correctly, 
yields 79% of the abnormals with correct classification . A similar 
decision criterion utilizing the 3rd and 4t h  vecto rs of G raph 8 
results in 65% of the abnormals with correct classification . Utilizing 
the firs t four characteristic vecto rs with (31). and applying a decision 
boundary of 50% correct normal classification yields 77% of the 
abnormals with correct diagnosis . 
It was noticed that the characteristic value curves tend to fall 
off very sharply at some seemingly a rbitrary value . This can be 
noted on Graph 1. The point s of fall-off a re between the sst h  and 
59t h  characteristic vector for the 75% normal-25% abnormal vectors; 
between the 24th and 2sth characteristic vector for the abnormal 
vectors ; and between t he 32nd and 33rd cha racte ristic vecto r for the 
no rmal vectors . To try to explain this phenomena it was decided to 
plot the results of imp ressing each ECG onto the 23rd , 24th, 25th, and 
2s
t h  
abno rmal characteris tic vectors .  The 23rd an d  24th vectors of 
each ECG are plotted on Graph 9. Due to the small variances of 9, 990 
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COEFFICI ENTS OF CHA RACTERI STIC VECTORS 23 , 24 , 25 , AND 26 
OBTAINED FROM ABNORMAL COVA RIANCE MATR IX 
Co eff. Vecto r Number. 
No. 23 rd 24th 25th 26th 
1 .032 . 136 -.082 . 124 
2 - .084 -. 145 -.082 . 1 1 1  
3 . 1 13 .086 -. 114 .093 
4 - .034 -.107 -. 135 . 1 14 
5 -.055 . 184 -. 172 . 145 
6 -. 172 -.025 -. 1 19 -. 109 
7 .027 . 043 -.086 . 044 
8 -.007 -. 119 - .062 -. 163 
9 -.055 . 192 -.081 -.0 14 
10 - . 181 .035 -. 152 -.049 
11 - . 171  . 168 -.093 . 0 29 
12 -.003 -. 192 -. 133 .031 
13 . 188 -.002 -. 137 -. 150 
14 . 19 1  -. 131 - . 1 17 .llO 
15 -.0 16 .042 -.066 .0�6 
16 .089 -.085 -. 143 -.050 
17 . 058 .028 -. 116 . 175 
18 - . 135 -. 279 -. 152 -.106 
19 -. 104 -. 105 -. 111  . 047 
20 . 1 42 . 166 -.077 .0 14 
46 
TABLE 6 (cont . )  
Coeff . • Vector Numb e r .  
No . 23 rd 24th 25th 26th 
21 .084 . 130 -. 132 -. 269 
22 -.040 . 123 -.095 -. 083 
23 -.015 -.046 - . 09 1  . 253 
24 .008 -.056 -.073 .086 
25 -. 145 -. 147 -. 185 -.090 
26 .091 . 105 -. 057 -. 002 
27 . 057 -.048 -.058 - . 239 
28 . 221 .020 -. 108 -. 121 
29 . 037 .099 -. 166 .051 
30 -. 114 -.051 -.098 .023 
31  . 053 -.083 -.072 -. 142 
32 . 159  .072 -. 146 . 150 
33 - . 231 .051 -.090 -.026 
34 •. 165 - .129 -. 143 . 077 
35 -.035 .072 -.065 -. 132 
36 -. 199 . 104 -. 137 . 080 
37 . 162  - . 165 - . 1 11 .065 
38 . 147 .020 -. 129 -.084 
39 -. 1 18 -.097 -. 128 -.079 
40 . 106 - . 111 -.028 -.018 
41 .015 . 117 -. 145 -. 123 
42 . 1 13 . 164 -. 155 . 177 
47 
TABL E 6 ( cont.) 
Coe ff. Vector Numb er. 
No . 23rd 24th 25th 26th 
43 -. 122 .014 -.073 .271 
44 -.183 -.070 -.092 .159 
45 -. 128 .171 - . 167 -.072 
46 -. 183 -.053 -.134 - .013 
47 .042 -.168 -.152 -.141 
48 . 196 .150 -.10 5  -.068 
49 .009 -.026 -.028 - .0 55 
50 -.003 .156 -. 1 58 -. 214 
51 .033 .001 -.098 .074 
52 .017 -.123 - .161 -.208 
53 -.016 -.070 -.072 .143 
54 .016 -.024 -.107 -.083 
55 - .105 -.0 57 -.113 .127 
56 - .030 .097 -.099 .089 
57 .008 .104 -.069 .121 
58 -. 1 21 -.193 -.089 -.047 
59 - . 1 46 .137 -. 122 -. 128 
60 .176 .020 -.129 -.01 1 
61 . 1 55 -.195 - . 1 18 .03 1 
62 -.004 .191 -.121 -.0 41 
63 .062 -.0 44 -.100 -.039 
64 . 109 -.084 -.094 . 019 
48 
TABLE 6 (cont . )  
Coe f f . Vect or Number. . . 
No . 23r d 24th 25th 26th 
65 .057 -.019 -.124 -.063 
66 -.089 .013 -.141 -.014 
67 -. 17 2  -.099 -.079 -.129 
68 -. 136 . 108 -. 128 - .062 
69 .091 -.029 -.093 .069 
70 . 2 15 -.029 -. 165 . 1 45 
71 .014 -. 10?. -.065 . 159 
72  - .035 . 208 -.100 .061 
73 . 111 . 108 -. 104 - ,042 
74 -. 133 .053 -.069 . 137 
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Graph 9 .  Lengths of ECGs ' 2 3rd & 2 4th Abnormal 
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to clust er in the center with the usual three standa rd deviations of 
dispersion; the rest of the abnormal ECGs are mixed with the normals . 
Though the actua l dispersion is up to 8 standard deviations this still 
leaves one with a relatively small variance and therefore with vectors 
of little information . Vectors 25 and 26 (with variances of 54 and 
4. 7 respectively) are plott ed on Graph 10 . Vector 25 has a dispersion 
of 25 standard deviations, still a relatively small variance . Vector 
26, in contrast, has a dispersion of about 500 standard deviations ; 
thus, this vector has an actual large variance and therefore is 
expected to contain a large amount of information . Unfortunately the 
abnormals appear to be uniformly dispersed throughout the normals 
except for t he 28 abnonnals of the training set clustered at the center 
with the expected t hree standard deviations of dispersion. No reason 
was found for the sharp drop-off in characteristic values ; however, 
this does stress the possibility that any of the characteristic 
vectors obtained from one type of ECG may actually have a large 
variance when impressing all ECGs on t his vector . Any such vector bas 
the possibility of being used as a classification vector. 
Returning to the observed tendency for the abnormals to disperse 
by a larger degree t han the normals , it was decided to investigat e t he 
ECGs by using the 31st through 34t h  normal characteristic vectors and 
check if any classification could be done with these . It was discovered 
that the 31s t and a2nd vectors had a very small dispersion (and therefore 




COEFFI CIENTS OF CHARACTERIS TIC VECTORS 31, 32 , 33 , AND 34 
OBTAINED FROM NORMAL COVA RIANCE MAT RIX 
Coeff. . . . Vector Number . . . . 
No. 31st 32nd 33rd 34th 
1 -.012 -.065 -.007 .018 
2 . 058 .221  .181 .081 
3 -. 115 -. 180 -.018 -.074 
4 -.029 -.006 .062 . 043 
5 -.183 .032 -.196 .084 
6 -.161 -.041 .014 . 083 
7 .148 . 033 -.050 .043 
8 . 1 25 .032 -.013 .027 
9 . 317 -.152 -.001 -.064 
10 -.001 -.111 - .041 - .154 
11 -.010 -.106 - .013 -. 018 
12 -.0 29 -.019 -.081 . 226 
13 .030 . 205 .169 - . 083 
14 -.143 .232 -.064 -.013 
15 - . 182 -.057 -.175 -.070 
16 -.004 -.018 -.072 . 111 
17 - . 133 -.174 -.141 -.070 
18 .140 .276 .150 .180 
19 .281 -.185 .123 - .073 
20 -. 177 -. 202 . 204 - .017 
53 
TABLE 7 (cont .)  
Coe f f. . . . . . . Vecto r Number • . . . 
No. 31st 32nd 33 rd 34th 
21 - . ll6  -. 058 - . 088 . 128 
22 -.071 . 148 .093 - . 0 1 2  
23 .274  -.051 - .082 .095 
24 .082 .106 - .046 -. 003 
25 .028 .046 -. 107 .214 
26 -. 139 . 0 1 1  .102 .092 
27 -.0 74 .073 - .047 .035  
28 . 106 -.028 .050 - . 2 58 
29 -.035  -.106 - .083 -. 0 68 
30 . 131 -.056 -.088 . 225 
31  -.046 . 001 . 205 - . 130 
32  - .0 20 -.006 - . 188 .080 
33 .032 -.001 .080 .003 
34  -.006 .014 - . 108 . 006 
35 -.0 19 .008 . 109 .026 
36  .084 -.030 -. 1 77 - .008 
37 -.045 .119 .009 -
.0 35 
38 -. 132  - .067 .1 10 
. 130 
39 .099 - .074 -.045 
.024 
40 .005 . 135 -. 150 - . 1 25 
41 - .05 4  .077 .058 
. 206 
42 -.094 .001 -.060 .
1 19 
54 
TABLE 7 (cont . )  
Coeff . . . . . . . Vector Number • . 
No . 31st 32nd 33 rd 34th 
43 -.1 17 . 173 .1 10 - .015 
44 . 149 -.099 . 1 29 -.093 
45 .049 -. 0 16 .078 .053 
46 . 138 .124 -.024 . 0 1 1  
47 .0 25 -.058 .006 .043 
48 -. 061 -. 269 -.044 .05 2 
49 .013 .023 -.053 -.078 
50 . 122 . 182 -.180 . 15 3  
51 - . 104 .013 -.097 -.027 
52 . 147 .002 -. 270 -. 170 
53 .0 14 -.087 -.065 .094 
54 . 041 . 171  .038 .067 
55 -. 1 22 -.076 -. 178 -. 188 
56 -.205 .19 2  .087 -.017 
57 -.069 . 137 .071 -. 129 
58 - . 136 - . 071 .070 .006 
59 . 093 -. 1 1 1  - . 103 .335 
60 .013 .037 -.041 .058 
61  . 144 -.012 . 1 41 -.096 
62 . 093 . 006 -. 162 .100 
63 .061 -.008 . 225 .124 
64 -.074 -. 157 .010 -. 181 
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TABLE 7 (cont . )  
Coe f f . Vector Number. . . . . . . 
No. 31st 32nd 33rd 34th 
65 -.0 28 .038 -. 173 -. 1 28 
66 -.073 -.049 -.009 .299 
67 -.052 -.024 .182  .040 
68 . 157 . 253 - .141 -.205 
69 .037 -. 131 .051 .093 
70 -.075 -.103 .019 . 1 15 
7 1  - . 169 .160 -.159 .005 
72 . 1 51 .031 .099 .02 3  
73 -.1 10 .040 -.0 16 .002 
7 4  . 146 -.151 .037 .095 
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It is noted that the 34th vector has a modest dispersion and the 33rd 
vector a very large dispersion. The training set of 32 normal ECGs 
possessing the expected three standard deviation dispersion is located 
at the center of this graph. Applying the usual 50% correct normal 
diagnosis dec ision circle to the center of the g raph yields 79% correct 
categorization of the abnormals if the t raining set is not conside red. 
A yiel d of 91% correct classification on the abnormal ECGs is 
observed if the training set is included . If only vector 33 is used 
for classification with the usual 50% correct normal diagnosis as the 
decision boundaries .  one acquires 72% correct abnormal classification 
i f  the training set is not conside red and 88% correct abnormal 
classification if the training set is considered. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Several problems presented themselves during the heartbeat de­
tection portion of the computer program. Steinberg18 pointed out that 
the heartbeat interval was always greater than 0. 64 seconds. This 
amounts to 94 beats per minute. Pu lse rates are often greater. If one 
wishes to consider these higher pulse rates then a smaller interval 
than 160 data points must be used in which to search for points of 
maximum negative slope. 
Another assumption used in the heartbeat detection program was 
that the maximum negative slope of each heartbeat never varies by over 
30%2 • 18. During the heart rate evaluations of this data there were 
numerous occasions (approximately 40% of the ECGs) when the points of 
maximum negative slope varied by over 30%. This may have been due to 
the pres ence of noise on the line over which the cardiogram was sent; 
however, any cardiogram with an RMS noise greater than 50 millivolts 
was not considered. 0thers2 • 8 , 18 have apparently used a similar tech­
nique for heartbeat detection (see Appendix B ) but have not mentioned 
a similar difficulty. Another possible reason is that the sampling 
rate for recording the ECG was too slow. The rate used for recording 
the data for this thesis was 250 samples per second. The average time 
between the peaks of the R and S waves was .032 seconds or 8 data points 
at a sampling rate of 250 per second. Steinberg et ai. 18 used data 
which was recorded at 625 samples per second. 
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Another problem was the shortage of samples. When using the 25% 
abnormal with 75% normal vectors , the 3rd and 4th vectors did the best 
job of classification . One expects the 1s t and 2nd v ectors to do the 
best classification when utilizing a training set composed of both 
categories . Further evidence of sample shortage was the fact that 
the percentage correct from the training set was usually noticeably 
different from the pe rcentage correct from the samples outside the 
training set . The various percentages cited in this thesis should be 
considered an indication of  magnitude and not an exact figure. 
One of the significant observations of this thesis was the 
tendency for the abnormal ECGs to disperse more than the normals. 
This can be obse rved on Graph 1 for the first 20 characteristic vectors. 
Another area that displayed this tendency was the first characteristic 
vectors obtained from the normal training set of ECGs. These 
characteristic vectors are the vectors of maximum dispersion obtained 
from normal data . When abnormal ECGs were decomposed using these 
characteristic vectors (Graphs 5 and 6) the abnormals dispersed more 
than the no rmals. This phenomena might be explained if one considers 
the fact of the existence of various abnormal categories. One may 
con sider the normals as a parent category and theorize that each 
abnormal category moves away from the normal category in a unique 
direction . The data for this thesis did not differentiate the ab­
normals into the various categories; therefore, this theory was not 
examined . 
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A most significant observation was that in categorizing the 
patterns the possibility exists of using characteristic vectors other 
than those associated wit h  the largest variance . These characteristic 
vectors are those formed f rom a single category covariance matrix. 
This is not in opposition to the fact that a parameter's variance is 
proportional to its information content. Some of the vectors 
associated with a small variance from a single category acquired a very 
large variance when this measurement was obtained by considering both 
catego ries. This phenomenon was observed with the 26t h  characteristic 
vector formed from abnormal data and t he 33rd characteristic vector 
formed from normal data. When the features of the 2at h  abnormal 
characteristic vector were obtained for both categories, one observed 
the dispersion to be around 500 standard deviations; the 33rd normal 
characteristic vector performed similarly. 
The results obtained indicate the distinct possibility of sorting 
ECGs by vectors obtained from the Hotelling Procedure . This can be 
observed by examining Table 8. If sorting is to be between normal and 
possibly abnormal categories, the best procedure appears to be the 
forming of the covariance matrix from the normal data and then applying 
these vectors to a mixed group of ECGs. One experimentally selects 
those vectors that giving the best category separation and combines the 
vectors by some one process to give the final separation. Such a process 
could be by the radius method as used in this thesis. Probably, each 
vector should have a weighting factor based on its ability to separate 
the two cateiories. 
TABLE 8 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
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This table gives cla ssification success of abnormal ECGs by 
various methods when the classification success of normal ECGs is at 
Characteristic Vectors from 75% Normal - 25% Abnorma l Covariance Mat rix 
Procedure % Success 
Minimum distance to mean • • • • • •  no positive 





2nd & 3rd characteristic vectors • • 
3rd & 4th cha racteristic vectors 
2nd characteristic vector • •  
Equation (31) • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 70% 
• • • • • 70% 
Characteristic Vectors from Abnormal Covariance Matrix 
Procedure % Success 
1st & 2nd characteristic vectors 
3rd & 4th characteristic vectors 
Equation (31) , . • • • • • • • 




characteristic vectors . no positive results 
Characteristic Vectors f rom Normal Covariance Matrix 
Procedure CX, Success 
1st & 2nd characteristic vectors • • • • • • • 
3rd & 4th characteristic vectors . 
Equation (31) . • . • • • • • • • • • • • •  • . • .  
33rd & 34th characteristic vectors 
(without training set ) • • • • • • • •  
(with training set) 
33rd characteri stic vector 
(without tra ining set) 









The reason for using the normal data as opposed to the abnormal 
data for the covariance matrix was the tendency for abnormal ECGs to 
disperse more readily than normal ECGs. When using abnormal data, the 
characteristic vectors of largest variance gave better separation than 
their normal counterparts. This suggests using the best vectors from 
both the normal and abnormal covariance matrices and utilizing the 
mixture to make the decision. If such a method is utilized it must 
be recognized that the vectors obtained from the one source are in 
general not orthogonal to those obtained from the other source. This 
would lead to a certain amount of redundancy between the two sets of 
vectors. 
If separation is to be between the various categories of the 
abnormals, it is suggested that the covariance matrix be formed from 
data for each type of abnormality. It is expected that a single 
abnormality will behave in a fashion similar to the normal category 
of this thesis. 
Following is a brief outline of further research that could be 
performed to improve the ECG categorization by the Hotelling process . 
(1) Acquire more data including classification of the abnormal ECGs 
into the various abnormalities. 
(2) Improve the heartbeat recognition procedure. 
(3) Check each characteristic vector obtained from the covariance matrix 
of the desired data for its possibility of being a good candidate as 
a classification vector. Decide on which vectors are needed to 
implement classification at some predetermined level of confidence . 
(4)  Invest igate the possibility of classification improvement by 
using data from other leads in conjunction with that from the 
X-lead. 
(5 )  Investigate the possibility of using less  measurement s  on the 
ECG and still maintain a predetermined level of confidence . 
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A PPENDIX A 
EIGENVALUE AND EIGENVECTOR DETERMINATION BY THE JACOBI MF:I'HOD1 5  
Consider matrix � as being real and symmetric. A set of eigen-
vectors (a1, . • •  , a ) and a set of eigenvalues ( � � ) are - -n l '  · · · '  n 
associated with matrix �; thus, 
(32) 
Let there exist an orthogonal matrix ..§, such that 
�
T
i� = Q. (33 ) 
� is a diagonal matrix. One now has 
Dik = E i  � ik 
Premultiply (33 ) by �. This yields 
A general term for this resultant matrix is 
A general term of (32 ) is 





It is observed by comparing (36 )  and (37 ) that the it h  column of 
! can be equated with i.i and the €. 1 can be equated with /\i . The 
problem now becomes that of find ing an orthogonal matrix � which will 
transform atrix A into a diagonal matrix E under a similarity -
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transformation. The matrix � is then a matrix of the eigenvectors 
of �, and Q is a matrix of the associated eigenvalues of A. ,_ 
Let � be composed of a series of elementary orthogonal trans­
formations where each transfo rmation reduces one off-diagonal term 
(the pivotal element) to zero. Selection of the elementary trans­
formation may be gu ided by the orthogonal transformation that rotates 















X' or Y' can be transformed to zero by the judicious selection of 8 �  
Define the orthogonal transformation (denoted b y  E) 
as 
RPP = Cos9, Rqq = 
Rpq 
= Sin9, Rqp = 
8i i  = 1, Rpk = Riq = Rik = 
Let matrix j! be formed by 
An arbitrary component of � is 
n n 




0 i ,k :# p , q  
Us ing this equation the various elements of B become 
B pk = Apkco s8 - AqkSin9 
B qk = ApkSi n8 + AqkCo s8 
Bi p 
A1pcos8 AiqS in8 
i -1- p , q  
= 
k -1- p , q 
B i q 
= Aip Sin8 + A1qcos8 











Bqq = APPSin 8 + AqqCos 8 + 2ApqSin8Cos8 
B
pq 
= (App - Aqq)Sin0Cos8 + A pq (Cos
28 - Stn2e) 
= i (App - A )Sin28 
+ 
A Cos28 qq pq 
Off-diagonal element B vanishes when 
pq 
½ (APP - Aqq)Sin28 + ApqCos28 = 0 
Angle 8 must be of such magnitude that 
Tan29 = - 2Apq 
App-Aqq 






A new matrix !i is formed for each off-diagonal element until 
all off-d iagonal elements are reduced below some predetermined value . 
One now has 
and 
S = R1R2 . • .  R ""-' ,,,,,,,_, ,,,,._, Nlll 
(47) 
(48) 
Jacobi initially showed that this method would converge by using 
the largest of f-diagonal element as the pivotal element for each 
transformation. Others have shown that this method converges regard­
less of the order of pivotal element selection. The best method of 
pivotal selection for computer use seems to be that of selecting some 
desired level ; examine each poss ible pivotal element by some regular 
sequence, and reduce all pi.votal elements that are above this level. 
Then lower the level and repeat until Q is as close t o  diagonalization . 
as desired. 
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To show that the Jacobi method converges one may square (42a) and 
(42b) to acquire 
2 2 2 
Bpk + 
Bqk = Apk + Aqk 
(49 ) 2 B� A2 
+ 
A2 Bip + 1.q ip iq 
One notes by (42c) that the off-diagonal terms of A ( i . k�p, q) are ik 
unaffected by the transformation. (49) shows the sum of squares of 






















+ B qq PP qq 
(43b), and (44) one acquires 
2 2 2 2 
= A + A + A + A PP qq pq qp 
l eft B
pq 





(50 )  
(51 ) 
2A2 has been removed from the sum of squares of off-diagonal terms and pq 




HEARTBEAT DETECTION SUBPROGRAM 
Get ECG 
Select 1030 
c onsec utive data 
points f rom the 
X- l ead . 
Select points of  
maximum slope in 
six 160 data 
poi nt di v isi ons 
Select the 





30% of  m aximum 
Compute pulse 
r ate for eac h 
sub div ision 
Figu re 2 .  Heartbeat Detec t i on Sub program 
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HEARTBEAT DETECTION SUBPROGRAM (cont.) 
yes 
Use 75 data 
points from one 




nea rest 72 
pulses per minute 
yes 
Analysis 
Figu re 2 (cont . )  
no 
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of the three 
heartbeats 
Use tne 7 5  data 
points from the 
average heart­
beat for analysis 
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